
CERTAINTY OF INTENTION 

 

Step 1: Test 

Write: To prove that a trust exists, [X] will argue (Kendall) that [Y] manifested an immediate (Harpur) 

objective intention to create a trust (Byrnes) 

- TEST: must manifest an objective intention to create a trust (Byrnes), and it must be 

immediate (Harpur).  

- Must manifest an intention to create a trust (Byrnes v Kendle) 

- X bears the onus as X is the person claiming the existence of the trust (Kendall) 

 

Step 2: Considerations 

Write: In light of [insert circumstances], it [is/is not] likely that a trust will be imposed by a court. 

Document 

- Trust deed = very compelling  

- Construe instrument as a whole (Kendall) 

Language 

- Don’t need to used the word ‘trust’ (Constance)  

- Unsophisticated language OK (Constance) ; “as much yours as it is mine” 

- More sophisticated the language, the more likely an objective intention has arisen (Byrnes; 

Paul) 

- Where explicit words are used, it is necessary to examine the intention manifested by these 

words alone (Byrne) 

- Strength of language; trusting vs on understanding vs otherwise on condition. Vague 

language goes against an intention (Dean) 

Property 

- If you can mix $, probably fatal;  

“Absence of a K intention that money be held in a separate fund is fatal to the imputation of 

a K intention to create a trust over that money” - Gageler J in Korda 

Immediacy of Intention 

- Intention must be immediate (Harpur) 

- Per Harpur, a declaration to create a trust at a future time created no enforceable 

rights immediately or that future time (Harpur) 

- Note: a trust with property vesting later differs from Harpur as there is an 

immediate intention to create a trust with property vesting later. 

Circumstances 

- Testators are less likely to put onerous obligation on relatives or other people in situations 

where they can expect that person to look after 3rd parties even without a trust in place 

- Where A cannot expect B to do the right thing in respect of C it is fairer to impose some 

enforceable obligation: 

Deane: Mother to children (less likely that trust is imposed) 

Hayes: Wife to charities she has no personal interest in (more likely trust imposed) 

Cobcroft: Husband making direction to wife in respect of his nephews, with whom she 

might not have a close relationship with 

Chang: Children to mistress and illegitimate child (more likely trust) 



Revocation 

- Can’t revoke unless it is expressly stated in the instrument (Mallot) 

- If it is revocable then it is still a trust (Mallot) 

 

 

Sham 

(ONLY CONSIDER IF RELEVANT) 

- ‘Steps which take the form of a legally effective transaction but which the parties intend 

should not have apparent or any legal consequence’ (Equuscorp) 

- Trust created to deceive is not a trust as there is no intention (cf. Lewis) 

- Have to show an intention to deceive; document not meant to take effect according to its 

terms 

- Every sham involves intentional deception, but not every improper purpose is a sham 

- Burden on party alleging Sham is high. 

- Only time the settlor’s subjective intention is relevant (Byrnes) 

 

Step 3: Consider Precatory words 

Write: As words must be imperative and not precatory, where words are merely precatory, they do 

not amount to an intention to create a trust (Countess of Bective) 

- Precatory words are words that express the settlor/testaor’s wishes or hopes 

- Usually comes up in wills 

 

Precatory Equitable Obligation Not precatory/Imperative 

- “Trust to her… at her absolute 
discretion” - Dean v Cole 

- “In fullest confidence” - Re 
Williams 

- “Feeling confident that” - 
Mussorie 

- “On condition that”, 
“on trust that” - 
Cobcroft v Bruce 

- “On understanding that”, “subject to” 
“provided that” – Hayes 

- “Look after S’s mother when i am 
gone” “leave remainder to S’s mistress” 
– Chang 

- “Upon trust” Brynes 
- “On condition that” and “on trust that” 

- Cobcroft 

 

Step 4: Consider the outcomes of the obligation 

Possibilities of obligation (Cobcroft; Countess of Bective):  

Trust 

Equitable condition/charge (consider ongoing requirement - can claim EC) (e.g. Gill) 

- Equitable condition can be performed on a dollar amount; can claim Equitable 

Compensation in lieu of specific performance (Gill)  

- A charge comes with a monetary figure 

- Equitable condition;  

- Consider ongoing obligations 

Legal condition (Gardiner) 

- If the condition is not complied with then the gift fails (Gill) 

- Consider condition precedent “subject to…” 

- Look to type of property; was it intended that [X] would lose the property if [X] did not 

perform the obligation 



No obligation  

- Precatory words used; gift only 

 

Step 5: Conclusion 

Write: It [is/is not] likely that [insert clause/statement] will be found to be a [insert conclusion] 

 

 

CERTAINTY OF SUBJECT MATTER 

 

Consider:  

1. Has consideration been given for the transfer/declaration of trust over the property? 

2. Is the property capable of forming the subject matter of a trust by voluntary transfer? 

3. Is the property capable of forming the subject matter of a trust by declaration? 

4. Is the property ascertainable? 

5. Consider in a trust by transfer, the property must be constituted (transferred properly). See 

Constitution. 

 

Step 1: Future vs Present Property 

Write: For [insert trust] to be valid there must be certainty of subject matter. That is, there must be 

presently existing property. [insert sentence from below] 

 

Future Property 

Write: The [insert property] is future property because [insert reasons]. there can be no trust over 

property that is currently existing. As such the trust over [insert property] will fail. 

- Must be a presently existing property, if not it is future property and cannot form the 

subject of a trust 

- Unless there is consideration ( equity will deem what ought to be done) 

 

Contingent Interest 

Write: A future interest is distinguishable from future property. As [X] has a future interest in 

presently existing property, [insert trust] will be valid for certainty of subject of subject matter.  

- future enjoyment right to presently existing property 

- Even if there is a contingent interest, it is a future interest in presently existing property 

- i.e. vesting when X turns 21 

 

Mere Expectancy 

Write: A mere expectancy is distinguishable from a future interest. There can be no trust created 

over a mere expectancy as they cannot be assigned and cannot form the subject matter of a trust. 

[insert conclusion] 

 

Testamentary 

Write: As [X[ is an object of a testamentary trust and [Y] has not yet died, [X] holds a mere 

expectancy and is distinguishable from a contingent/future interest. Thus, the trust will fail. 

 



DT 

Write: As [X] is an object of a DT, before decision is made to distribute to that person, [X] holds a 

mere ‘expectancy’ and is distinguishable from a contingent/future interest (Kennon v Spry). Thus, the 

trust will fail. 

 

Rights to Receive 

Write: As [X] is… 

- Attempting to assign income that has not yet accrued, the trust will fail as it is a mere 

expectancy (Norman; Williams). Unless there is consideration 

- Attempting to assign present K right that may generate future income, the trust will succeed 

as this is not a mere expectancy that has been assigned but a contractual right. (i.e. % of 

income) (Shephard v FCT) 

- Attempting to assign a contractual right, when [X] has no right to insist a contractual 

relationship into year [Z], then there is no present right to income in year [Z] as the 

contractual right has been extinguished. Thus, the trust will fail. (Norman) 

 

Consideration 

Write: As [X]…. 

- Has not given consideration for [insert expectancy], then the assignment will fail as equity 

will not intervene (Williams; Norman). 

- Has given consideration for [insert expectancy], then equity deems done that which ought to 

be done, and will regard [Y]’s conscience bound by the receipt of consideration. As such, 

when [Y] receives the property, [Y] will hold it on CT for [X] until transfer can be completed. 

 

Step 2: Ascertainable Property 

Write: The trust property must be defined or described so it can be identified with certainty or the 

trust will fail (Mussoorie; Hunter).  

- Fixed trust - the entitled must be clear as well as the property  

- NOT: “the bulk of my estate” 

- Discretionary - as long as property is clear  

 

Residue 

Write: Per Mussorie, [X] has not specified that they are leaving the residue of their estate to [Y]. 

Thus, the trust will fail. A residue clause differs from the attempted trust as the term residue is a 

certain term. 

Mussorie Bank: “Feeling confident she will act justly to our children in dividing the same when no 

longer required by her”; not certain as no idea as what could have remained. 

Note: This differs to a residue clause; although we don’t know what will be left over, residue is itself 

a certain term. 

 

Shares 

Write: The shares are [indistinguishable/distinguishable] from the remaining shares, then the trust is 

[invalid/valid] as….. 

- Each part of the property is indistinguishable from the rest then specific description is not 

required (Hunter v Moss applied in White v Shorthall).  



- i.e. 5% of SH when all the same shares 

- Shares not identical or of same class, then without further description it will be impossible to 

tell which shares were intended, so there will be no certainty of subject matter. (Distinguishing 

from White; Hunter) 

 

Step 3: Conclude 

Write: It [is/is not] likely that [insert clause/trust] will be found to be a [void/not void] as [insert 

conclusion] 

 

  



CERTAINTY OF OBJECT 

 

Write: The beneficiaries of a trust must be identifiable in order for a trust to be valid (Morice v 

Bishop of Durham).  

 

Step 1: Identify Type 

Fixed interest trusts (FIT) 

Write: As [insert B’s] share(s) in the trust are [specified or capable of being specified], then the trust 

is a Fixed Interest Trust. 

- B’s and their shares in the trust are specified at the time of creation of the trust 

- B’s have a vested proprietary and assignable interest 

- T has an obligation to distribute and has no discretion to select among the beneficiaries 

- If no split/percentage specified, equity assumes equal shares 

Unit trusts:  

- ‘Responsible entity’ holds property on trust for scheme members, and investors buy units 

- Is a traditional FIT 

Superannuation Trusts 

- Depends on terms of instrument, can have both fixed and discretionary elements 

→ If fixed interest then move onto step 3 

 

Discretionary 

Write: Where [insert trustee] has discretion to select the beneficiaries and the amount that they can 

have, the trust is a discretionary trust. [Insert B’s] right only becomes vested when [insert trustee] 

makes a selection in their favour. 

- T has an obligation to distribute and discretion to select/amount 

- In Gulbenkian, ‘shall’ was interpreted to mean ‘may’. 

- I.e. ‘i give my trustees my bank account to hold on trust for whichever of my 3 children they 

shall select and, if more than one, in such shares as they shall select’ 

- Can still have mere power. 

 

Mere power  

Write: Where there is no obligation to distribute the property, then it will be only be a mere power 

of appointment. As [insert factors], it appears as if there is a mere power of appointment. 

(This can be a stand alone or coupled with a discretionary trust) 

- Aka bare power or power of appointment 

- If there is a default clause then it is a mere power as there is no obligation to exercise the 

choice 

- No obligation to distribute 

- Discretion to select object/amount 

- Can be given to a trustee OR to another person 

- Can be bare or trust 

 

Step 2: Classify Power Of Appointment 

The authority to appoint or dispose of property.  



DO NOT APPLY FOR FIXED INTEREST TRUST 

1. General 

Write: As [X] has the power to appoint anyone in the world including the done, [X] has a 

general power of appointment. 

- Power to appoint anyone in the world including the donee 

2. Hybrid 

Write: As [X] has the power to appoint anyone in the world except [insert specified class], [X] 

has a hybrid power of appointment (Re Hays) 

- Power to appoint anyone, except a specific class of individuals/group 

3. Special 

Write: As [X] has the power to appoint anyone within [insert specified class], [X] has a special 

power of appointment. 

- Power to appoint anyone within a specified class of individuals 

- Only power available to discretionary trusts 

→ See step 3 if valid, otherwise the creation has failed. 

 

Step 3: Apply Tests 

List certainty (McPhail v Doulton; Gulbenkian; IRC v Broadway Cottages Trust)  

Write: As established above, the trust is a fixed interest trust. Thus, the objects of the trust must 

satisfy list certainty (IRC v Broadway; McPhail). As [X] [can/cannot] draw up a complete list of 

beneficiaries, [insert trust] will be [valid/invalid]. 

- T must be able to draw up a complete list of beneficiaries (McPhail; cf. West v Weston) 

- Does not need to be described at commencement of trust, but at distribution 

- If specific share is not stated, it is implied that the B’s share equally. 

- If not made out then the property reverts back to the settlor/estate 

 

Criterion certainty; DT or MP (McPhail)  

Write: As established above, [insert trust] is a [bare power/discretionary trust]. [X] must be able to 

determine whether [insert beneficiary] is inside or outside the class of objects (McPhail) 

- Trust power (Discretionary) 

- Bare power 

- Trustee must be able to determine whether person is inside or outside the class of objects 

 

Requirements: 

1. Semantic/linguistic certainty (apply for mere power held by t’ee or non-t’ee and DT) 

- Semantic uncertainty renders trust void (McPhail) 

- Class must be described in such a manner that the meaning of the words used is clear 

a. ‘Friends’ (Gulbenkian - old friends = void),  

b. ‘relatives’ (McPhail - close blood relatives; Baden - can be certain),  

c. ‘inhabitants’ (West Yorkshire - capable of objective definition) 

d. ‘Organisations working for the elimination of war’ (Re Blyth - sufficiently certain) 

e. ‘Organisations for raising standard of living’ (Re Blyth - not certain) 

f. ‘deserving’/’members in good standing’ (Fairfax - not certain unless document defines)  

 

2. Evidential uncertainty (apply for mere power held by t’ee or non-t’ee and DT) 



- Need to be able to say whether or not someone falls within the class 

- Difficult to prove whether somebody is actually part of the class – does not invalidate the 

clause 

- Not fatal - court can give direction (Gulbenkian) via a Beddoe application (s 54 SCR) See 

Rights of T. Or a Benjamin order 

 

 

3. Administrative workability – (discretionary trusts only; Re Manisty’s Settlement) 

Trustee of MP does not have the same obligations to review their obligation to distribute. 

Discuss all of the following: 

a. Class is so broad - no objective criteria  

b. Too many people would have locus standii  

c. Practically impossible (West Yorkshire - 2.5mil people; McPhail - ‘greater london’ = too 

wide) 

 

4. Capriciousness (only for mere power held by t’ee) 

Write: Per Templeman J, in Re Manisty’s settlement, a capricious power may be void. [insert 

reason as to why the clause may or may not be void]. However, no clause has ever been 

invalidated for being capricious. 

- Fickle; changing according to no discernible rules; unpredictable 

NOTE: No clause has ever bee invalidated for being a capricious power. 

 

Consider: 

Court intervention: 

- Court will not intervene to force the exercise of a bare power as there is no obligation to 

distribute. 

- Although court will require holder of bare power to consider whether or not to exercise 

- FIT: court will ensure it is performed according to terms 

 

Proprietary consequences: 

- B’s under FIT have equitable prop rights in the subject matter of trust 

- Objects of Discre. trusts have no prop rights until appointment is made in their favour 

 

Locus Standi: 

- B’s under FIT have equitable prop rights in the subject matter of trust 

- Objects of discre. trusts have standing to insist t’ee exercise power but cannot insist 

distribution in their favour 

- Object of mere power: court will only get involved where there has been improper exercise 

of power 

- Special mere power - no locus issues because class will be described 

 

 


